
THE PAIGE TYPESETTING MACHINE. 

Mr. Paige first had his attention directed to the 
typesetting problem about 1873, and in the next year 
he completed a composing machine which contained 
no provision for justification or distribution. He then 
invented and constructed an independent machine 
for distributing the type. Ir 1878 an arrangement 
was made with the Farnham Typesetting Company, of 
Hartfonl. Conn., for a distributing machine, and a 
combination was formed and a contraet made looking 
to the introd uction of machines using the Paige com
positor and the Thompson distributor. About this 
time Mr. Paige invented his combined machine to 
contain the principal features of his compositor to
gether with the leading features of the Thompson dis
tributor, the type being taken from a galley and dis
tributed into the bottom of the inclined channels. 
from which channels the type were delivered to an 
intermediate point in their length for purposes of 
composition. About 1881 a machine was completed 
for the double purpose of composition and distribu
tion, but without provision for justification. A new 
machine was built by the Pratt & Whitney Company, 
and as early as July, 1887, type was automatically 
justified in the machine. The company passed through 
various vicissitudes, and the machine reached Chi
cago in 1892. Work was again started in February, 
1894, and was pursued until August, 189-1, when the 
first machine was completed and put in operation in 
the office of The Chicago Herald, and it is claimed 
that wonderful results were obtained, but the mat
ter had been delayed so long, and the art had advanced 
so much in the meantime, that it was not considered 
practical to builrl the machine. 

Having given the history and romance of this re
markable patent, on our editorial page, we are enabled. 

through the courtesy of Mr. Philip T. Dodge, the Presi
dent of the Linotype Company, who presented one ma
chine to Cornell and the other to Columbia, to give a 
short account of the actual operation of this wonderful 
machine. 

We will now briefiy describe the Paige machine. 
Of course, only the merest outline can be given of 
the wonderful mechanism of this remarkable creation 
of the inventor. The machine was designed to use 
one size of type. The model machines constructed 
were for nonpareil type. The machine was arranged 
to distribute ('pad matter into both type and space 
cases automsfically. to set matter from the type case 
by means 0: a keyboard. to automatically justify lines 
of matter by inserting between the words a space of 
a thickness predetermined by a series of word measure
ments, and to finally place the matter in galleys, solid, 
single or double-leaded, as desired, all of these opera
tions being performed at the same time and in per
fect harmony with each other. The type is contained 
in the vertical channels of the type case, which is 
slightly inclined to prevent the long columns of type 
falling to the front. 

The setting is performed by a horizontal row of 
setter plungers, each plunger being in register with 
its particular channel and character. These plungers 
in action pass through the type channels about two 
inches above the lower end of typ'_, column, pushing 
type out from the column, upon a raceway in fronL. 

The setting action, after the key has been pressed 
by the operator, is purely mechanical, being controlled 
by a time lock device. Depressing a key oper:.t)s 
through a horizontal wire to a vertical detented level'. 
This lever supports the rear end of an initial mOve· 
ment plunger, the front end of which engages with 
the setter plunger proper. The de tented lever being 
pushed back by the key action, the initial plunger 
falls in front of it, and by the return of the detented 
lever is ;!iven a forward motion of one·quarter of an 
inch. This forwards the setter plunger in exact time 
to become enga�ed by a revolving wing shaft, which 
completes the plur..ger's movement and sets the type 
out upon the raceway. A second wing shaft, revolving 
in opposite direction to the first, returns both the 
setter and initial plungers to position, the initial 
plunger being lifted, so that its rear end rests again 
upon the detented lever. The key is returned by the 
action which gives the initial movement to the 
plunger. One key, or as many as can be used in spell· 
ing from left to right, may be pressed at one and the 
same time. 

The type set out upon the raceway by the plunger" 
are collected at the left·hand side of the case by the 
type driver, which sweeps the entire length of the 
setter raceway. Here the word is completed, and 
measured by a mechanical device. A touch of the 
word key, and the word is forwarded to the word race
way. Each word is measured, and kept separated 
from the other. An indicator on the keyboard shows 
when the line is fulL The line key is then pressed, 
which transfers the aggregate word measurement to 
the space· selecting device, pushes a pin, one of a 

circle of pins contained in a revolving disk, and reo 
turns the measuring device to its zero position, in 
time for the succeeding word. 

The space case is located at the left end of the ma-
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chine and arranged i n  the same general manner as 
the type case. 

The line of separated words traverses the word racp-
way until the space case is reached. Each word is 
then carried across the front of this case by a long 
movement of the comb or conveyer. It is while the 
comb is returning for another word that the space is 
set out from the case; the next word forwarded, car 
ries this space with it into the line. This continues 
until the line is formed, perfectly justified, upon a 
slide located over the setter galley. Concurrent with 
the assembling of th2 last word into the line, the pin, 
previously set by the line key action. engages to reo 
tract the slide under the line, and push the line down 
into the setter galley, single or double leads being 
inserted as desired. This continues until the galley is 
filled, indicated by an alarm, or until copy is ex
hausted. 

The space case holds spaces of eleven different sizes. 
To determine the thickness of space necessary to jus
tify a line, the measure of each word. as it is being 
set. is successively recorded upon a sliding bar. With 
the last word of the line measured. the bar has moved 
to the aggregate of the words contained in the line. 
Concurrent with each word set. pin blocks moving in 
an endless chain, and containing eleven sliding pins 
each, have been advanced step by step, so that when 
the line is finished a block for each word it contains 
has been moved into a position to engage with a plate, 
having raised blocks arranged in combination upon its 
surface. Twelve of these combination plates are con· 
tained in a horizontal grooved box. The plate to be 
advanced from this box to a position under the pin 
blocks is determined by the number of words con· 
tained in the line. The distance which it must be ad
vanced that the proper combination of blocks may 
engage with, and set the pins in pin·blocks. is deter· 
mined by the measure of the line recorded upon the 
sliding bar. The blocks and plate being in position, 
a slight vertical movement engages thE' two. Pins 
coming in contact with combination blocks are raised 
above the others. These blocks now move in unison 
with the line they represent, and reach the space case 
together, the words in front of the case, the pin·blocks 
at the rear. The space setter plungers are operated 
by a row of eleven vertical levers. engaging at the 
bottom with the plungers, and at th2 top in register 
with the pins in pin·blocks. The upper end of levers 
are made with a point projecting backward at right 
angle to the vertical, and raised slightly above the top 
of pins in normal position. As the first word of line 
is carried past the space case. the first block is moved 
in register with the vertical levers. A rocking motion 
carries the top of levers backward, engaging them 
with any pins previously raised by combination blocks. 
Any lever so arrested in its backward motion imparts 
an initial movement to its particnlar setter plunger, 
which sets the space out upon the raceway, to be car· 
ried along by the succeeding word into the line. Each 
block in turn is brought into rEgister with the lever::; 
until the spaces are set and the line justified. 

Dead matter, with leads and rules extracted, is 
placed in galley for distribution. A vertical move· 
ment registers the top line of type with a horizontal 
blade, which forwards it into a raceway. A longitu· 
dinal slide presses the end type into the cut·off, which 
separates it from the line, and raises it to the lev,)1 
of the distributor raceway, upon which it is pushed 
by a plunger, to be forwarded by a comb movem�nt. 
The cut·off operates continuously, separa�ing one type 
at a time from the line. All characters are forwarde;l 
to the right, to be distributed into the type case, while 
all spaces move to the left, to be distributed into the 
space case. A system of notches on edge of type, ar
ranged in combination with a selecting devie,"" enables 
the type to be distributed into their re&pective chan· 
nels. The distribution is made into the bottom of the 
case, the column of type rising as each type is in· 
serted. To prevent this interfering with the setting, 
which is performed CI.t a point about two inches above, 
the distribution and setting are arranged to take place 
on different portions of the revolution of the machine. 

... .... 

Fisbing ,\Vltb a St('aJIl PUIII}'. 

Our French contemporary, Cosmos, describes a curio 
ous means of fishing which was discovered accident· 
ally. It will not, of course, commend itself to sports· 
men more than does the use of dynamite cartridges 
exploded in the water. A pond was being drained by 
a powerful steam·pump. Each stroke of the piston 
drew up about 25 gallons of water, and the pond was 
emptied in a few hours, and it was found that th8 
fishes were also pumped with the water. A metal 
basket receives everything pumped. The water anri 
slime escapes, and a boy collects the fish and assorts 
them according to species and weigh t. 

. ' . .  

Mr. Tesla's agent has left London for Lisbon to es· 
tablish a receiving station on the Portuguese coast at 
the fortieth parallel of latitude, which will be in com· 
munication with a Tesla transmitter located on the 
New Jersey coast. 
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AutoJl)obile New ... 

Motor vehicles in Holland are coming into consid· 
erable use, and the prospects for American machines 
are good. The machines intended for Holland should 
be made narrower than those built for use in America, 
because the roads are too narrow to permit two rna· 
chines of 4 feet 8 inches in width to pass each other. 
Carriages must not have more than 2,220 pounds 
weight on each wheeL 

The French Postal Administration has been some· 
what behind that of other countries in organizing an 
automobile postal service, but a system of specially con· 
structed electric vehicles is to be shortly put into use. 
One of the first of these, constructed by the Vehicle 
and Automobile Company of Paris. was recently in· 
spected by M. Mougeot, Postmaster General, and other 
officials who expressed themselves as greatly satisfied 
with this type of postal delivery wagon, and it is to be 
tested in actual service before long. 

The date of the Gordon Bennett cup race has finally 
been agreed upon by the different clubs, and it is offi· 
dally announced for the 29th of May. The Paris
Bordeaux race has been fixed for the same day, an,l 
will be run over the same route; there will be 'ln 
hour's difference in the time of starting, the competi· 
tors for the cup starting first. Their record will class 
them at the same time in the cup race and the Paris· 
Bordeaux. The start will be made from Ville d'Avray 
about 3.30 A. M. There are nine competitors-three 
English, three French, and three German. Further 
information as to the route and the details of the race 
will be given later. 

A race between an automobile and an express train 
was lately made at Rome, in which the automobile 
carried off the honors. It was the result of a discu"l' 
sion between M. Marino Torlonia, who affirmed that 
his machine would beat the express from Roni8 to 
Civita Vecchia (42 miles), and Commander A. Silves
trelli, who thought the contrary, and a wager was 
accordingly laid. M. Torlonia, although hindered 
along the route by the numerous vehicles, nev2rtheless 
won the bet by arriving at the station of Civita 
Vecchia just in time to see his opponent descend from 
his compartment, and was greeted with 2nthusiasm 
by the crowd of amateurs who had assembled to watch 
the result. 

Some further particulars have been obtained as to 
the automobile system which is being organized for 
Madagascar. It is designed for freight and passenger 
transportation bet wean the coast and Tananarive, a 
distance of 150 miles; it is expected to cover the route 
in 14 hours. The road, which has only recently been 
finished by the government corps, has many steep 
grades; the average grade is given as 6 per cent. The 
vehicles to be used in the system have gasoline motors 
of 8 horse power, and can transport, beSides the con· 
ductor and a mechanic, 6 passengers and 700 pounds of 
baggage. The concession has been obtained by a 
French company, who have already commenced opera· 
tions and expect to have the system in running order 
before long. A number of skilled mechanics, recruited 
from the automobile factories of Paris, have lately 
been sent to Madagascar, taking with them the tools 
and pieces necessary for repairing the machine. The 
repair shop which will be opened at first will no doubt 
develop later on into a fadory for the construction of 
m:1chines. 

The Tour of Tunis will no doubt be one of the most 
interesting automobile excursions of the year, as will 
be seen by th,: following programme of the route and 
the different sites to be visited. It starts from Mar· 
seilles on the 22d of February. The packet boat ()If 

the Franco·Tunisian Company takes the excursionists 
fwm Marseilles to Tunis, and the visit to the city and 
environs, Carthage, etc., lasts till the 26th. On the 
following day an excursion of 30 miles is made to 
Zaghouan to visit the ruins of the aqueduct of Car· 
thage. March 1st, Tunis·Sousse (85 miles) will be 
covered, and March 2d, Sousse·Kairouan (34 miles), 
with visit to the mosques; 3d, Kairouan·Sfax (102 
miles), visiting the amphitheater of EI·Djem; 4th, 
Sfax·Gabes (81 miles); 5th, Oasis of Gabes, thence 
returning to Tunis. On the 10th, an excursion will be 

made to Bizerte (34 miles), with a buffalo hunt at 

Djebel·Ackel and visit to the lake of Bizerte, the 
Arsenal, etc., returning to Tunis by the 12th. The 
members of the caravan will find along the route the 
different supplies necessary, such as gasoline, oils, 
pneumatics, etc., and besides they will be accompanied 
by an automobile wagon containing pneumatics, and 
another belonging to the Soudan Automobile Company 
with different pieces and tools, as well as a number of 
mechanics. Among the prominent sportsmen taking 
part in the excursion are the Count de Chasseloup
Laubat, with a 12 horse power Panhard & Levassor 
machine; Etienne Giraud. with the 24 horse power 
prominent in the Paris·Toulouse race; Count de Cha
bannes, with a Serpollet steam automobile; the Com
mandant Cagniaut. M. Jannin, Director of Public 
Works, and many others. 
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Front View of the Typesetting Machine. Rear View of the Machine, Showing Mechani sm. 

General View of the Machine, Showing Keyboard. 

A MACHINE WITH 18,000 ELEMENTS-THE PAIGE TYPESETTING MACHINE.-[See page 150.] 
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